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Audit reveals that up to 35% of all rooftop solar systems in 

India have exposed or faulty wiring posing a high to severe 

fire risk to the your installation, building and people.  

Lack of proper maintenance also results in reduced life of 

your installation, raising risk of costly repairs and 

replacements. Timely servicing ensures checking and 

tightening of Panels & Structure fittings for safety under 

high winds. Inverter functionality and system performance 

checks etc. 

Your solar installation is a long term investment, 

deemed to give you returns for years. But like any 

other investment, you need to be watchful that these 

returns are not affected by poor upkeep.

Solar panels not cleaned for over a month give a 

reduced power yield by upto 30%. Then there are 

generation losses due loose/damaged connectors, 

cables, DCDB & String faults etc that mostly go 

unnoticed.

DIMINISHED RETURNS 
ON YOUR INVESTMENT

REDUCED ASSET LIFE 
AND COMPROMISED SAFETY

Lack of maintenance 
may be costing you dearly  

A FULLY TRANSPARENT
SYSTEM THAT WORKS IN
REAL TIME

Opt for preventive and 
corrective maintenance for 
as low as Rs. 830 pm

Regardless of who did your installation and when, you 

can opt for INTELLO that connects your solar 

installation to an advanced IoT gateway that enables 

remote monitoring of your asset at all times. 

You get to see the performance of your solar asset like 

daily generation etc. in real time on you phone or your 

desktop.  You can also raise complaints, see your 

maintenance schedule, activity ticket generation and 

closure on the same platform.

Panels cleaning at defined 

intervals. 

 Clearing vegetation, shading 

from nearby trees, plants etc. 

  Checking electrical connections 

(thermal imaging), string current, 

voltage, DC side, earthing etc.

   System performance checks 

and Calibration of Sensors

   Checking  Inverter functionality 

and  system performance diagnostics

    Other service and repairs, upgrades

system shifting and re-installation 

     Notifying manufacturing faults, 

 Management of repairs /upgrades 

      Reporting of manufacturing faults,

Warranty claim assistanceCALL 1800-1201-18888
FOR MORE DETAILS


